Title: Pros and Cons of Electrical Scooters

Grade: 7th

Content: English Language Arts

Duration: 45 minutes

Standard:
● RI 7.8 Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing
whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant and sufficient to support
the claims.
Objective: Students will gather evidence that supports the pro/con points of view from the
text and write a conclusion based on the evidence presented.
Resources Needed:
● Newsela article: “Electric scooters beat bikes as shared transportation”
● Template found below.
Introduction/Description:
A Discussion Web is a strategy to help you dig into text that contains opposing points of view.
It’s an organized way to sort out the pros and cons of an issue, helping you come to a
conclusion.
You’ve probably done something like a discussion web before. Something like this:

I’m so glad she’s going to marry Daniel! (But he should get a Toyota.)
You will be reading an informational article, and using the discussion web to take notes on the
pros and cons of an issue. Here is an example that was completed with a sample text:

Example:

Focus Question:
Was immigrating to the
U.S. in the late 1800s and
early 1900s a good
decision?

Steps:
●

Below you will find a Discussion Web template for you to use. A question is already
filled in for you.

●

Read the Newsela article  “Electric scooters beat bikes as a shared transportation
option.”

●

As you read, highlight or underline positives and negatives of scooter use. Make sure
you mark each as a pro or con. You could use two different highlighters or use
addition and subtraction symbols.

●

After you have finished reading and marking the pros/cons, evaluate your pieces of
evidence, choosing the top 5 pieces of evidence f or each side of your organizer.

●

Read both sides, making a judgment to determine which side of the issue presents as
a stronger case according to the evidence in this particular article.

●

Use what you’ve learned to draw your conclusion, and write it in the box.

●

Lastly, which piece of evidence do you feel is strongest in support of your
conclusion? Write that in the space at the bottom of the page. As you mature, being
able to weigh pros and cons of a decision, make an informed decision, and analyze
the strength of the evidence will help you navigate the waters of adulthood. Deep.

Finished Product: Share your discussion web with your teacher and/or peers as directed.
Adaptations: N/A

Discussion Web

Best support of conclusion:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

